Pacific Northwest Independent
Bestseller List - September 19, 2021

Hardcover Fiction

1. Harlem Shuffle
   Colson Whitehead, Doubleday, $28.95, 9780385545136

2. The Madness of Crowds
   Louise Penny, Minotaur, $28.99, 9781250145260

3. Beautiful World, Where Are You
   Sally Rooney, FSG, $28, 9780374602604

4. Matrix
   Lauren Groff, Riverhead Books, $28, 9781594634499

5. The Midnight Library
   Matt Haig, Viking, $26, 9780525559474

6. Apples Never Fall
   Liane Moriarty, Holt, $28.99, 9781250220257

7. Klara and the Sun
   Kazuo Ishiguro, Knopf, $28, 9780593318171

8. A Slow Fire Burning
   Paula Hawkins, Riverhead Books, $28, 9780735211230

9. The Magician
   Colm Tóibín, Scribner, $28, 9781476785080

*10. The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
    V.E. Schwab, Tor, $26.99, 9780765387561

11. Project Hail Mary
    Andy Weir, Ballantine, $28.99, 9780593135204

*12. The Heron’s Cry
    Ann Cleeves, Minotaur, $27.99, 9781250204479

*13. Once There Were Wolves
    Charlotte McConaghy, Flatiron Books, $27.99, 9781250244147

*14. The Wisdom of Crowds
    Joe Abercrombie, Orbit, $30, 9780316187244

*15. Empire of the Vampire
    Jay Kristoff, Bon Orthwick (Illus.), St. Martin’s, $29.99, 9781250245281

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Hardcover Non-Fiction

1. Fuzz
   Mary Roach, Norton, $26.95, 9781324001935
2. Finding the Mother Tree
   Suzanne Simard, Knopf, $28.95, 9780525656098
3. The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
   Charlie Mackesy, HarperOne, $22.99, 9780062976581
4. Unbound
5. Crying in H Mart
   Michelle Zauner, Knopf, $26.95, 9780525657743
6. This Is Your Mind on Plants
   Michael Pollan, Penguin Press, $28, 9780593296905
7. Untamed
   Glennon Doyle, The Dial Press, $28, 9781984801258
*8. Breath
   James Nestor, Riverhead Books, $28, 9780735213616
*9. Fox and I
   Catherine Raven, Spiegel & Grau, $28, 9781954118003
10. Caste
    Isabel Wilkerson, Random House, $32, 9780593230251
*11. Facing the Mountain
    Daniel James Brown, Viking, $30, 9780525557401
12. Your Guide to Not Getting Murdered in a Quaint English Village
    Maureen Johnson, Jay Cooper, Ten Speed Press, $16.99, 9781984859624
13. Poet Warrior
    Joy Harjo, Norton, $25, 9780393248524
*14. Secret Seattle (Seattle Walk Report)
    Susanna Ryan, Sasquatch Books, $19.95, 9781632173744
*15. Rooted
    Lyanda Lynn Haupt, Little, Brown Spark, $27, 9780316426480

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Paperback Fiction

1. **The House in the Cerulean Sea**  
   TJ Klune, Tor, $18.99, 9781250217318

2. **The Night Watchman**  
   Louise Erdrich, Harper Perennial, $18, 9780062671196

3. **The Song of Achilles**  
   Madeline Miller, Ecco, $16.99, 9780062060624

4. **Circe**  
   Madeline Miller, Back Bay, $16.99, 9780316556323

5. **Anxious People**  
   Fredrik Backman, Washington Square Press, $17, 9781501160844

6. **The Overstory**  
   Richard Powers, Norton, $18.95, 9780393356687

7. **Hamnet**  
   Maggie O’Farrell, Vintage, $16.95, 9781984898876

*8. **Snow**  
   John Banville, Hanover Square Press, $16.99, 9781335629036

9. **The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo**  
   Taylor Jenkins Reid, Washington Square Press, $17, 9781501161933

10. **People We Meet on Vacation**  
    Emily Henry, Berkley, $16, 9781984806758

*11. **Magic Lessons**  
    Alice Hoffman, S&S, $17, 9781982108854

12. **Where the Crawdads Sing**  
    Delia Owens, Putnam, $18, 9780735219106

*13. **Beach Read**  
    Emily Henry, Berkley, $16, 9781984806734

14. **Mexican Gothic**  
    Silvia Moreno-Garcia, Del Rey, $17, 9780525620808

15. **The Guest List**  
    Lucy Foley, Morrow, $16.99, 9780062868947

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Paperback Non-Fiction

1. Braiding Sweetgrass
   Robin Wall Kimmerer, Milkweed Editions, $18, 9781571313560
2. The Best of Me
   David Sedaris, Back Bay, $18.99, 9780316242400
3. The Body Keeps the Score
   Bessel van der Kolk, M.D., Penguin, $19, 9780143127741
4. Entangled Life
   Merlin Sheldrake, Random House, $18, 9780525510321
5. The Four Agreements
   Don Miguel Ruiz, Amber-Allen, $12.95, 9781878424310
6. The Body
   Bill Bryson, Anchor, $17, 9780804172721
7. Born a Crime
   Trevor Noah, One World, $18, 9780399588198
8. The Dressmakers of Auschwitz
   Lucy Adlington, Harper, $17.99, 9780063030930
*9. Yellow Bird
   Sierra Crane Murdoch, Random House, $18, 9780399589171
*10. All That the Rain Promises and More
    David Arora, Ten Speed Press, $17.99, 9780898153880
*11. One Long River of Song
    Brian Doyle, Back Bay, $17.99, 9780316492881
*12. One Life
    Megan Rapinoe, Emma Brockes, Penguin Books, $18, 9781984881182
    Matt Kracht, Chronicle, $15.95, 9781452174037
*14. Just Mercy
    Bryan Stevenson, One World, $17, 9780593133934
15. Killers of the Flower Moon
    David Grann, Vintage, $17, 9780307742483

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
1. Room on the Broom
   Julia Donaldson, Axel Scheffler (Illus.), Dial Books, $8.99, 9780593110409

2. Little Blue Truck
   Alice Schertle, Jill McElmurry (Illus.), Clarion Books, $8.99, 9780358451228

3. The Bad Seed Presents: The Good, the Bad, and the Spooky
   Jory John, Pete Oswald (Illus.), Harper, $10.99, 9780062954541

4. Goodnight Moon
   Margaret Wise Brown, Clement Hurd (Illus.), Harper, $8.99, 9780694003617

5. Dragons Love Tacos
   Adam Rubin, Daniel Salmieri (Illus.), Dial, $18.99, 9780803736801

*6. Where the Wild Things Are
   Maurice Sendak, Harper, $19.95, 9780060254926

7. Where Do Diggers Trick-or-Treat?
   Brianna Caplan Sayres, Christian Slade (Illus.), Random House BYR, $8.99, 9780593310175

*8. The Little Kitten
   Nicola Killen, Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books, $16.99, 9781534466968

*9. Dragons Are the Worst!
   Alex Willan, Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, $17.99, 9781534485112

*10. The Snowy Day
    Ezra Jack Keats, Viking Books for Young Readers, $19.99, 9780670012701

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Early & Middle Readers

1. Friends Forever
   Shannon Hale, LeUyen Pham (Illus.), First Second, $12.99, 9781250317568

2. Guts
   Raina Telgemeier, Graphix, $12.99, 9780545852500

   Scholastic, $14.99, 9781338714128

*4. A Wolf Called Wander
   Rosanne Parry, Greenwillow Books, $7.99, 9780062895943

5. When Stars Are Scattered
   Victoria Jamieson, Omar Mohamed, Dial Books, $12.99, 9780525553908

6. Hooky
   Miriam Bonastre Tur, Etch/Clarion Books, $12.99, 9780358468295

*7. The Silver Arrow

*8. Astrid the Unstoppable
   Maria Parr, Candlewick, $7.99, 9781536213225

9. Rowley Jefferson’s Awesome Friendly Spooky Stories
   Jeff Kinney, Abrams, $14.99, 9781419756979

10. Cat Kid Comic Club
    Dav Pilkey, Graphix, $12.99, 9781338712766

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Young Adult

1. They Both Die at the End
   Adam Silvera, Quill Tree Books, $12.99, 9780062457806

2. White Smoke
   Tiffany D. Jackson, Katherine Tegen Books, $18.99,
   9780063029095

3. Cemetery Boys
   Aiden Thomas, Swoon Reads, $17.99, 9781250250469

4. The Witch Haven
   Sasha Peyton Smith, Simon & Schuster Books for Young
   Readers, $19.99, 9781534454385

5. The Book Thief
   Markus Zusak, Knopf Books for Young Readers, $14.99,
   9780385754729

6. Defy the Night
   Brigid Kemmerer, Bloomsbury YA, $18.99,
   9781547604661

7. Ace of Spades
   Faridah Àbíké-Íyímídé, Feiwel & Friends, $18.99,
   9781250800817

8. We Were Liars
   E. Lockhart, Ember, $10.99, 9780385741279

*9. I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter
   Erika L. Sanchez, Ember, $11.99, 9781524700515

*10. On a Sunbeam
   Tillie Walden, First Second, $21.99, 9781250178138

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Children’s Series

*1. Pax, Journey Home
   Sara Pennypacker, Jon Klassen (Illus.), Balzer + Bray, $17.99, 9780062930347

*2. Shadow and Bone
   Leigh Bardugo, Henry Holt and Co. BYR, $12.99, 9781250777881

*3. Egg Marks the Spot
   (Skunk and Badger, #2)
   Amy Timberlake, Jon Klassen (Illus.), Algonquin Young Readers, $18.95, 9781643750064

*4. Six of Crows
   Leigh Bardugo, Square Fish, $11.99, 9781250076960

5. The Last Kids on Earth and the Doomsday Race
   Max Brallier, Douglas Holgate (Illus.), Viking Books for Young Readers, $14.99, 9781984835376

6. Kristy and the Snobs:
   (Baby-Sitters Club Graphix, #10)
   Ann M. Martin, Chan Chau (Illus.), Graphix, $12.99, 9781338304602

*7. The Lightning Thief
   (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 1)
   Rick Riordan, Hyperion, $7.99, 9781423134947

*8. Keeper of the Lost Cities
   Shannon Messenger, Aladdin, $9.99, 9781442445949

*9. Crooked Kingdom
   (Six of Crows, Book 2)
   Leigh Bardugo, Square Fish, $11.99, 9781250076977

10. Spy School at Sea
    Stuart Gibbs, Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, $17.99, 9781534479432

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.